
Move Your City
4G:    Best Marketing and Communications to 
Highlight Transit Needs/Funding 

In early 2021, due to pandemic-related factors, RTD
struggled to fill vacancies, specifically among front-line
workers. We needed to hire operators, mechanics, and
body shop technicians to restore service gradually as it
had dipped nearly 60 percent. In a highly competitive
market, we determined the best marketing strategy would
be to change the narrative and invite candidates to
become a part of something bigger—a common mission
to “Move Your City” by obtaining a rewarding career with
RTD. Since campaign roll out, service has returned to 70
percent of prepandemic levels.



Video
The inspiration behind the campaign were two short (:15, :30) videos that shared a 
day in the life of Operators and Body Shop Techs. By capturing actual employees 
on the job and in their work environments, these fast-moving, quick cut videos, 
viewed nearly 2,000 times, gave potential employees a unique flavor for the 
positions. These were made available via our website, social media, digital 
advertising, and YouTube. A mash-up version was featured on the RTD website.

LINK TO BODY SHOP VIDEO LINK TO OPERATOR VIDEO

https://youtu.be/jwhzM8uLu_Q
https://youtu.be/jXOdDFVaaas
https://youtu.be/jwhzM8uLu_Q
https://youtu.be/jXOdDFVaaas


RTD Website Presence
The call to action for the campaign linked to a series of comprehensive
web pages that provided more detail and offered opportunities to
apply. Marketing also worked with Human Resources to revamp our
online application system. which has resulted in more than 51,000
sessions to the careers, operators, and mechanics pages with an
average time spent of 1:51 per page. 41% of clicks were to “Apply Now,”
demonstrating the compelling nature the campaign.



Digital Display Advertising
A major component of the campaign was the development of broad-based
and targeted digital display advertising. Ads appeared on broad-spectrum
lifestyle, entertainment, news, and other sites, as well as Spotify and
Pandora, while others were specifically targeted based on feedback from
our employees in similar positions. In addition, we geotargeted and fenced
locations where similar individuals were employed (car dealerships,
mechanic shops, etc), serving ads in both English and Spanish.



Digital Display Advertising
Click thru rates for digital ads averaged .15%, on targeted lifestyle, news,
entertainment, and other sites, achieving a CTR of .23%. Average time on
page varied from 1:30 to 3 minutes per channel. High bounce rates
confirmed market realities ( need for greater pay, flexibility, etc). YouTube
videos drew more than 600,000 impressions and 100,000 click thrus.



Social Media
Our social media platforms offered a tremendous opportunity to post varying
messages on a consistent basis throughout the campaign. Across all posts,
we focused on a specific aspect of the positions from career growth
opportunities to signing bonuses.



Social Media
During late 2021, after the revamp of the Careers site, we ran 10 social media 
posts on LinkedIn yielding 30,000 impressions and a 2.4% engagement rate. In 
tandem, we ran a series of 7-day click campaigns on Facebook totaling more 
than 22,600 impressions.with 1,878 post engagements, and 1,699 video plays.



Print Advertising
Bilingual print advertising (English and Spanish) in both Westword and El
Semanario newspaper and online increased our impression reach by
500,000 during the course of the campaign.



Outdoor Media
To create greater targeted visibility, and outreach directly to qualified
applicants and thousands of fans within our target market, we secured
field and concourse signage at both Bandimere Speedway and Dick’s
Sporting Goods Park. At Bandimere, we mobilized and sent out
recruitment teams to speak directly with interested applicants at five
events during the summer and fall. We supplemented this with onvehicle
ads and visibility at 38 new bus stops along East Colfax, which
increased our potential reach by 170 million impressions.
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